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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. General Introduction 
Structural engineers are required to design economical, 
reliable, and aesthetic structures which con.form to given require­
ments and constraint conditions. To do this requires a knowledge 
1-
of structural analysis methods and behavior of structural materials. 
In principle, structural engineers can work with any kind of structur­
al material and any type of structure such as a two dimensional 
structure (frames, trusses, • • •  , etc.) or a three dimensional 
structure (shells, plates, • • •  , etc.) in order to fulfill the 
requirements. There exists an infinite number of possible ways to 
design a proposed structure as well as a multitude of difficulties 
in design. 
The determination of an indetenninate structural system of 
specified topology that can withstand prescribed loading or environ­
mental conditions is a probl_em without a unique solution. However, 
if the system satisfies some criterion, such as minimum weight or 
minimum cost, then a unique design is sought and the problem becomes 
correspondingly more difficult. The usual method of designing a 
statically indeterminate structure consists of a trial and error 
procedure in which a first design is assumed, the structure is then 
analyzed, and the design is revised on the basis of the results of 
the analysis. This cycle may be �epeated until, hopefully, each 
2 
member is fully stressed under at least one loading condition. This 
procedure will not necessarily result in the best design, and it is 
even possible that the best design may not be fully stressed. The 
purpose of the present study is to develop a method by which an 
optimum design can be obtained with a reasonable mathematical 
certainty. The greatly expanded computational facilities and 
optimizing procedures1 being used in management and in other areas 
of engineering are providing structural engineers with possibilities 
of new approaches to optimum structural design. 
With this background the theoretical description of a method 
for optimizing a structural design with particular reference to the 
conventional methods of analysis is presented. In this thesis, the 
optimization of a framed structure using wide flange sections and 
cover plates is considered. The working stress method of analysis 
and the American Institute of Steel Construction code have been 
adopted throughout this investigation. 
B. Problem Background 
Several recent investigations have demonstrated the feasi­
bility of using several techniques for obtaining rninirnum weight or 
minimum cost in structural designs. One of the first papers on 
le. B. Dantzig, A. Orden, and P. Wolfe, ffGeneralized 
Simplex Method for Minimizing a Linear Form under Linear Inequality 
Constraints tr, Rand Report RH-1264, The RAND Corporation, Santa 
Monica, California, 1954. 
3 
this subject was writteri by Gary-2, who described his work at the· 
University of Illinois in designing intersecting roof trusses 
wherein minimum weight was used as the criterion for determining 
truss spacing and patterns. The stress and weight relationships 
were programmed for a digital computer. The program was then 
started by using a small value for truss spacing. This initial 
value was then incrementally increased with each cycle of calcu­
lations. After a comparatively large number of cycles, the minimum 
linear roof systern weight was reached. 
Anaston3, in a paper at the second A.�erican Society of Civil 
Engineers conference on Electronic Computation in September, 1960, 
provided a conventional approach for designing a transmission line 
tower for its minimum weight. With the aid of an electronic computer 
the design was repeated for different configurations. The weight 
for the transmission tower was then calculated in each case and the 
minimum weight was obtained among them. This method showed that 
the computer can decrease the design time necessary to arrive at the 
2c.. J. Gary, "A Method of Applying the Electronic Computer 
to Roof Truss Proportioning n , First Conference£!! Electronic 
Computation, Structural Division, American Society of Civil 
Engineers, Kansas City, Missouri, November 20-21, 1958, p. 401-415. 
3G. P. Anaston, "Optimu_-rn Design of Transrnission Towersn , 
Second Conference on Electronic Computation, Structural Division, 
American Society ofCivil Engineers, Pittsburgh., Pennsylvania, 
September 8-9, 1960, p. 69-88. 
4 
optimum design in terms of weight; it can relieve the engineer from 
repetitious work. 
Severa1 previous investi_gators employed the linear programming 
technique for obtaining the minimum weight of plastically designed 
steel frames.4, 5 They considered the design criteria to be safety 
against collapse and a limitation on lateral deflections under 
service loads in the elastic range. The method of linear programming 
was used to generate the solution to the preliminary design. Plastic 
hinge theory was used to generate the equations of constraint on the 
moment carrying capacity of members. The equations of constraint 
were found to be compatible with the design criteria. 
Schmit6 and Moses7 applied a similar technique of linear 
programming for finding optimum designs for a wide class of elastic 
structures. The optimization was accomplished by transforming the 
4R. H. Bigelow, "Minimum Weight of Plastically Designed 
Steel Frame", Thesis presented to the University of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois, in 1963, in partial fulfillment of the require­
ments for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 
5M. F. Rubinstein and J. Karagozian, "Building Design 
Using Linear Prograrr.ming", Journal of the Structural Division, 
American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 92, No. ST.6, December, 
1966, p. 223-245. 
61. A. Schmit, 11 Structural Design by Systematic Synthesis", 
Second Conference on Electronic Comoutation, Structural Division, 
American Society ofCivil Engineers, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
September 8-9, 1960, p. 105-132. 
7F. Moses "Optimum Structural Design Using Linear 
Prograrmnino" Jo�rnal of the Structural Division, Americai.--i So iety 
of Civil E;gineers, Vol. 90, No. ST. 6, Pro. aper 4163, Dece..."!lber, 
1964, p. 89-104. 
analysis and design cycies into the solution of a series of linear 
prograrruning problems. 
5 
Although these previous studies have dealt with a very small 
number of variables, they showed that the determination of min:L�um 
weight design can be formulated as a linear programming model and 
that the existence of an optimal solution among many other possi­
bilities can be establisheq. 
C. Object and Scope of Investigation 
The main objective of this investigation is to determine the 
optimum design variables which will minimize the weight of structure 
by using the linear programming technique. A systematic method is 
presented for finding optimum design solutions for the elastic 
structure. As the nature of the problem allows an infinite number 
of possible designs, a nonlinear programming model is constructed 
and used to determine the design variables. Because solutions of 
a set of nonlinear restrictions and nonlinear objective function do 
not necessarily optimize, the restrictions are approximated by the 
linear restrictions. This is called the cutting plane method. For 
the solution of the linear progranmtlng problern the SL�plex method is 
employed to obtain the opt��u� design variables. At each simplex 
solution, the linear approximations to the nonlinear restrictions 
are adjusted to minimize the differences. The _entire process cannot 
be carried out without a digital computer. 
6 
As an illustration, the opt:inrum dimensions for a one-bay, 
one-story rigid framed structure subjected to a uniformly distributed 
load were obtained. The cross sectional dimensions of beam, columns 
and cover plates and the ratios of cover plate length to member 
length were considered as the design variables (see Figure 1). The 
main constraint conditions on the design variables were those 
imposed by the AISC specification.8 The entire process was progran1�ed 
�n Fortran II language for calculation on IBM 1620 digital computer. 
The programs are shown in Appendix A. 
This proposed method of solution is applicable to the 
determination of optimum designs for framed structures, trusses, 
plate girders, and other conventional structures. Also, this basic 
technique should be applicable to a broad class of design problems. 
81.fanual of �teel Construction, 6th Edition, American 
Institute of Steel Construction, New York, New York., 1964. 
7 
CHAPTER II 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
A. Design Variables 
\men a structure is to be designed under several loading 
conditions, there are certain items that need to be dete:rmined 
first. Some of these items are determined as the prescribed 
parameters according to the designer's intention. The others are 
then considered as the design variables during the design procedure. 
These items are 
1. type of structure (frame, truss, shell, • • •  , etc. ) 
2. topology and geometry of structure (configuration, 
that is, rectangular, trapezoid, triangular, the length 
of merabers, • • •  , etc.) 
3. proportioning of elements (wide flange section, channels, 
tubular section, , etc.) 
4. physical properties of material (mild steel, high tension 
steel, reinforced concrete, • • •  , etc.) 
If a large number of design variables are selected, the tjJne required 
to obtain the optlllUi":1 design will be relatively_ long even when the 
use of the electronic digital computer is available. Therefore, the 
design variables should be selected after prudent consideration. 
In this thesis, the design variables are.the cross sectional 
dimensions of wide flange bea�, cover plate, 2nd the ratios of cover 
plate lensth to member length. These vc:.riables are shm·m in Fi0ure l. 
d 
w 
t 
t--b� _l_ I I 
- � t w 
·-
. 
riQ 
Q 
in which 
br = width of flange 
tr= thickness of flange 
<\1 = depth of web 
\
.r 
= thickness of web 
bu= ·width of cover plate .. 
tp = thickness of cover plate 
ri = ratios of cover plate length to member length 
Figure 1. Design Variables 
8 
. ' 
--■ 
-
9 
vlhenever the tenn, design variables, is used, it will refer to those 
variables previously mentioned. 
B. Analysis of Structure 
When a statically indeterminate framed structure is composed 
wholly or partly of nonprismatic members, there are several methods 
that can be used to solve the structure. The well known moment 
distribution method is used in this thes·is. The detailed compu­
tations prerequisite for moment distribution for an actual frame are 
quite different than those computation for a comparable frame com� 
posed entirely of prismatic members. Fixed-end moments, stiffnesses, 
and carry-over factors for nonprismatic members are evaluated by 
methods and formulas unlike those which are applicable to prismatic 
members. Also, the change in the stiffness at one end of non­
prismatic member, when the far end is reduced from a fixed condition 
to a pinned condition, is not the same as in the ca·se of a prismatic 
member. Methods and formulas9 necessary for computing these data 
are introduced in Appendix C. Program I in Appendix A illustrates 
the method of analysis for a typical example problem. 
C. Allowable Stresses of Members 
Any structural meKber under any kind of loading will be 
subjected_ to the following stresses: 
9p. Andersen, Statical1Y: Tndeterminate Structure, �'he Ronald 
Press Company, New York, New York, 1953, P• 191-197. 
a. pure bending stress 
b. combined axia.l and bending stress 
c. shear stress 
10 
All these stresses should lie within the allowable values of the 
specification and limitation of the code under consideration. These 
allowable stress limitations are treated as constants in this thesis. 
According to AISC specifications, the allowable stresses are defined 
, as follows: 
1. Pu.re Bending 
For compact and adequately braced members having an axis 
of symmetry in the plane of loading 
(1) 
where FY is the yield strength of the material. 
If there is com-
pression on extreme fibers of members having an axis of symmetry 
in the plane of their web, the larcer value conputed by fomi.t1las 
(2) and (3), but not more than 0.60FY is used. 
-where 
F = [1. 0 - { � /r) 2 J O. 60F b 2C 2c y c b 
F = 12,000,000 b pct/Ar 
R = unbraced length of the conpression flct.nge 
r = governing radius of gyration 
(2) 
(3) 
Cc
= column slenderness ratio dividing elastic and 
inelastic buckling equal to 
c.f. if F
Y
= 36, 000 psi, Cc
= 128.4 
E = modulus of elasticity of steel 
Cb
= bending coefficient dependent upon moment gradient 
d = depth of bea� 
Ar = area of compression flange 
2. Combined Axial and Bending 
11 
(4) 
Members subjected to both axial compression and bending 
stress shall be proportioned by using the following interaction 
equations. The value of the interaction equation must be equal to 
or less than unity. 
fa 
'1nfb -+-----:---
F fa a (1.0 - ff) 
e 
(5) 
� 1.0 (6) 
and, if kO/r < C , C 
1. 0 - (kQ/r)
2
/2cc
2 
Fa = _______ _::_._ Fy F.S. 
If kO/r > Cc, 
\.•rhere 
F = 
149,000,000 
a (kQ/r;2 
Ml 
Cm
= 0.6 - 0. 4 ;:;- but not less than 0.4 .i.''J"2 
F' = 149,000,000 e U/r)2 
= 2. + 3(kP/r)
2 
F. S. 
3 8Cc 
(kP/r)3 
BC 3 C 
Fa = axial stress that would be permitted if 
axial force alone existed 
Fb = compressive bending stress that would be 
permitted if bending moment alone existed 
fa = computed axial stress 
f b = co:i:1puted bending stress at the point under 
consideration 
M1, M2 
= smaller and larger end moment on unbraced length 
of be�u-column, respectively 
k = effective length factor 
12 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
3. Shear Stress 
D. Formulation of Constraints and Requirements 
13 
(12) 
In general, a design is called acceptable if it fulfills· 
a set of design requirements. These requirements for the structure 
cari be classified as follows·: 
1. Geometric Requirements 
These requirements are usually arbitrary in character 
and can occur to meet architectural, mechanical, or durability 
requirements. They also frequently arise as a result of specifi­
cation limitations. These requirements are that the sizes of 
certain elements in the structure should be greater than a specified 
minimum, or less than a specified maximum. Such limitations are 
necessary because it is possible that an optimizing process will 
cause certain elements to vanish or become very large. In this 
thesis the main geonetric requirements are assumed to be similar to 
AISC specification requirements such as 
and 
b � 6,oootr 
f� .ff �·y 
2160lO touTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY cmrfA�Y 
(13) 
14 
However, the AISC specifications do not cover all of the elements. 
In this case, with the designer ' s  experience, new requirements on 
the elements can be inserted in the form of minimum or maximum 
elements sizes : For ex.ample, the flange thickness of a wide 
flange beam should be equal to or greater than five sixteenths of 
an inch and the width of the cover plate should be equal to or 
greater than ten times the thickness of the cover plate. The 
general fonn of the geometric requirements is 
in which x is a design variable and the subscripts max and min 
refer to the upper and lower bound, respectively. 
2. Stress Requirements 
(15)  
Provision for the bending stress and the combined axial 
and bending stress induced in a frame by applied loading is usually 
the primary criterion for the design of the structure. Subsequent 
to the selection of the individual members, the probleus of shear 
and deflection may need to be considered. 
a. Bending Stress Requirements 
(16 )  
in which 
n = key point at which stresses are checked 
M
n
= the design moment at point n, expressed as a 
function of a design variable, ri 
In = moment of . inertia of beam section at point n, 
expressed as a function of 
c = distance from neutral axis to stressed fiber at 
n 
point n ,  expressed as a function of 
b. Combined Stress Requirements 
If we express the interaction equations in terms 
of design variables, equations ( 5 ) and ( 6) will be reduced to 
equations ( 20 )  and ( 21)  respectively . 
in which 
.A F 
n a 
p 
P = axial force 
1-In en 
� 1. 0 
I F 
n b 
A = cross  sectional area at noint n,  e;Qressed as  a n 
function of 
15 
( 17 ) 
(18) 
(19 )  
( 20) 
(21) 
c .  Shearing Stress Requirements 
in whic� 
Qn = the design shear at point n 
Aw = area of web at point n, expressed as a function 
of 
3 .  Deflection Constraints 
16 
(22) 
(23 ) 
(24) 
The deflection at any point of the beam should be within 
the allowable lmits . T'nese allowable limits may depend on the 
length of the spci.n and ca.J1 be expressed in the form 
in which 
w. . � v: . � w. 1 min .... i i max 
W.  = ma.�um deflection at some point along the 
ith span 
F bound on the deflection in i
th span 
i  max = upper 
W . .  = lower bound on the deflection in i
th span 
1 min 
(25) 
However, due to the capacity limitation of IBI·f 1620 digital computer, 
the constraints on deflection have not been considered in the 
numerical ex2r.1�le . 
E. The Obi ective Function of Structure 
17 
The obj ective function is defined as the function which 
represents the cost required for a structure. This is also called 
the cost function or the merit function. But if the real cost 
evaluation of the structure should be carried out, the cost of 
fabrication and erection of the structure should be considered as 
well as the material cost. Moreover, the evaluation from the 
aesthetic and functional points of view may sometimes have to be 
added, though it is very difficult to estimate them. In this thesis, 
the objective function considered is to minimize the total weight 
of structure. 
Since desien variables are the cross sectional dirnensions of 
the member, the objective function, F(x), can be given by the 
following equation. 
I1ni 
F(x) = �·!eight = f � i\Q i = Minimum -
i=l 
in which 
th {) 
i = length of the i member 
l\t. = nur:1ber of ma�bers in the structure 
f = density of the .aterial 
(° ( steel ) -- 490/1728 lb/in3 
( 26 )  
If the total cost of  a st�cture �ust be  considered as the 
o' j ective fu�ction
J 
the previous equat�on would .be replcced by the 
followin; equation ( 27 ) . 
F(x) 
in which 
. � r, = Cost =fC A v . C .  + C = Minimum 
i=l n i :i.. o 
Ci = the cost of material, the cost of fabrication, 
the cost of erection, • , etc . 
18 
(27) 
C
0 
= the almost constant common expenses , i•�· , design cost, 
connection of j oints, • • •  , etc. 
It should be noticed- that minimizing the objective function 
given by equation (26) is equivalent to minimizing the total cost 
if this cost is closely appro.x:imated by equation (27). 
19 
CHAPTER III 
ITERATIVE DESIGN PROCEDURE 
A. The Optimum Design 
The optimum design can be defined as the design which gives 
the best possible structure under various constraints. In other 
words, an optimum design leads to the f�nal dimensions of the me.inber 
which �Fill satisfy all predicted restrictions and, at the same time, 
minimize the given objective function . 
The weight of the structure and the constraints on the stresses 
and on the sectional properties are expressed as continuous functions 
of the design variables. The relationships between the values of the 
constraint equations and the design variables are usually nonlinear 
as is the relationship between the total weight of structure and 
design variables . In order to apply linear programming procedure 
for this optimum design, the nonlinear constraint equations and the 
objective function equation have to be linearized. The method 
pursued herein is akin to the cutting plane methoct.10 This method 
involves the approx:iJnation of the nonlinear equations by the linear 
tenns of the Taylor series . The nonlinear programming problem has 
then been effectively convert ed to a linear programming probl m which 
lOJ . E .  Kelley, Jr., "The Cutting Plane Aethod for Solving 
Convex Problems" , Journal of the Society of Industrial and Applied 
ath matics, Volume 8, Io . 4, December, 1960, p. 703-711. 
is solved b� the simplex method . 11 The nonlinear relations are 
reapproximated and the next approximately optimized structure 
20 
is computed. This sequence of de.sign procedures will usually 
converge to the optimal solution after the sequences of computations 
have been repeated many times . The designer may accept any level 
of approximation desired. 
B .  Linear Approximations to Nonlinear Equations !2Y Cutting Plane 
_Method 
Because of nonlinearities which usually arise in even the 
simplest of desi gn situations , linearization of these equations should 
be done with h i gh aporoximati on .  One method t o  solve this problem 
has been developed � whereby , a curve may be represented t o  a high 
accuracy by a seri es of intersecting straight lines.12 Such lines 
are i llustrated i n  Figure 2 .  Then the linear program may give a 
solutj on at a vertex wh i ch is the intersection of two linearized 
representations of the same constraint . These multiple linear 
renresentations of same nonlinear constraints are conveniently 
obtai ned by using linear approximations based on the Taylor series 
tenns. If there are enough of these intersections , the point can be 
11 s. I .  Gas s ,  Linear Programming , Methods and Aonlications , 
McGraw Hill Book Company, Incorporated , New York , New York , 1958 , 
p . 50-69 . 
12K. F . Rei nschmidt , C. Allin Cornell , and J .  F. Brot chie ,  
" Iterative Des i.P.'n and Structural Optimization" ; Journal of the 
Structural Divi�ion , American Society of Civil Engineers , Vol . 92 , 
No. ST . 6 ,  Dec ember ,  1966 , p .  305 . 
Feasible 
Region · 
Figure 2. Linear Approximations to a 
Convex Nonlinear Constraint 
21 
found with a high accuracy. This technique is knm-m as the cutting 
plane method. The obj ective function can be treated in a similar 
manner. 
The linear terms of the Taylor series for a nonlinear 
function in n vari ables are 
oF oF  
F(x) = F(x0 ) + -( x0 ) (x - x1° ) + -( x0 ) (x2 - x
0 ) + 
9JC_]_ 
l 
c)X2 
2 
o l? 
+ -- ( x0 ) ( x - x0 ) a� n -n (28) 
The expansion point x0 for the Taylor series in any design cycle 
is the solution to the linear progra.7Pming problem which has been 
obtained in the previous cycle. The expansion point in the first 
cycle can be the trial design set by the designer. 
C. Linear Programming with the Application of the Iterative 
Design Method 
The general linear programming problem is to find a vector 
(x1 , x2 , • • • , xj , . • . , xii_
) which will minimize the linear 
form of the objective function 
22 
( 29 )  
subject to the linear constraints 
j = 1,  2 ,  • • • , n 
and 
all 
al2 . . . alj . . . 
a21 
a22 . . . a2j . 
. . . . . . . . . . 
ail 
a
i2 
. . . a . . . . . 
1J 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
a am2 
. . . a . . . 
ml mj 
i = 1 , 2 , . . .  , n 
aln 
a2n 
. . 
a .  
in 
. . 
a 
mn 
xl 
½ 
x . 
X n 
� 
bl 
b2 
b .  
J_ 
. m 
(30) 
(31)  
where the aij ' bi and cj are given constants. The vector x can 
be found by the simplex technique (see Appendix B for a numerical 
example) .  
The problem of structural optimization is then as follows: 
minimize 
23 
F( x . ) 
J 
j = 1, 2, • • •  , n (32) 
subject to 
i = 1; 2, . . .  , m (33 ) 
and 
x .  � L .  
J J (34) 
( 35 ) 
in whi ch F(x . ) is the objective function which would be nonlinear; 
Gi(xj ) � bi represents the constraint equation, including non-
linear fonn; and Lj and Uj are lower and upper bounds, respectively, 
on the design variables. 
When dealing vtlth the linear programming problem., the in-
equalities of the � typ e such as equation (34) are sometiJaes 
encountered. For the particular sjmplex linear programming algorithm 
employed in this thesis, it is necessary to change the fonn from the 
� type to the � type . This change is easily accomplished by 
changing all the signs in the inequality . This  then produces 
negative ele:nents for the right hand side of this inequality, which 
are in turn unacceptable for the s��e algorithm. In this cas e ,  
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the situation is resolved by making a linear transformation of all 
design variables in the objective function and in the constraint 
set according to the following relation: 13 ' 
x t  = u .  - x .  
J J J (36) 
The linear programming problem is then solved for the new variables 
xj .  The variables of intere��, xj, are ?ubsequently obtained with 
a reverse transformation . The Uj can usually be chosen so that the 
elements of bi vector are all positive . This transformation provides 
the designer with the convenient capability of being able to place 
an upper limit on any dimension. 
After changing all these inequalities into the form of the .=s; 
type, it  is also required to change the inequation into the form of 
equality by adding a slack variable14 to each inequation . However, 
the slack variables have no meaning and should be eliminated before 
the final solution basis1 5 is determined . Therefore, it is recom­
mended to  assign a large value of coefficient to each of these 
slack variables in the objective function so that they will be qriven 
13R. T. Douty , "Optimization of a Two Span Cover Plated Steel 
Beam", Comouters in Engineering Design Education, Volume III, Civil 
Engineering, College- of Engineering, The University of Mi chigan , 
Ann Arbor, 1-richigan, 1fay, 1966, p. · 38 . 
14s . I. Gass, Linea� Progra;;-u11ing , Hethods a!ld Anplications, 
McGraw Hill Book Company, Incorporated, New York, New York, 1958, 
p. 25 .  
l5Ibid. , p .  54 . 
out of the solution basis. A numerical example of the simplex _ 
linear prograrnming algorith� appears in Appendix B with detailed 
explanation. 
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As mentioned before, equations (32) and (33 ) are usually 
described by a number of nonlinear equations expressed in terms of 
design variables. For the application of the linear programming 
method, a linearization is done at the (xj ) by replacing nonlinear 
equations ( 32) and ( 33) by their linear first order Taylor series 
term. Thus, the optimization problem of minimizing the objective 
function is approxinated by the follovring linear programming 
problem: 
minimize 
subj ect to 
_ and 
n oF(x� ) 
F(xj ) + L 7 (x .  - x� ) 
j=l oxj 
J J 
� oGi (x
o
. ) ( 
o ) b 
L_ X ·  - X ·  � i 
i=l oxj J 
J J 
Frora equations (3 7 ) ,  ( 38 ) ,  ( 39 ) and ( 40 ) , the sensitivity
 coef-
(37) 
( 38 ) 
(39 ) 
(40) 
d J b e  calculat ed in order to apply the ficients a · . , b .  an c .  muse '- J.J J_ J 
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The solution from the first cycle is a point [X' ]  giving design 
variables that minini.ize equation (37 )  and satisfy equations (38 ) , 
(39 ) and ( 40 ) , but it does not necessarily satisfy the original 
equation ( 33) . In structural applications, th e new design vari�bles 
given by [ X' ] are retained and the true design variables associated 
with these new design variables are computed by solving equation 
(33 ) . A new point [ X' '] is _thus found £rom the second cycle that 
differs from [ X'] in the value of the design variables. 
If any of the design variables are violating the constraints 
of equations (34 ) and (35 ) , then their values are increased or 
decreased throughout the several cycles until the violations are 
eliminated. Thus , a final point [Xk] from the kth cycle .may be 
obtained , which satisfies equations (33) ,  (34) and (3 5) . Therefore, 
it can be considered an acceptable design point. The obtained 
point [ Xk ] is checked to see if this point can be considered to have 
reached the optimized point or not. When the differences of the 
design variables are smaller than t he values which are considered 
as t he conditions for convergence, the computations are completed 
and the results are printed out. If these results are not satis­
factory , the above sequence of computations �rill be repeated after 
sub�tituting ne.•r design variables_. At each cycle, the new design 
.variables are those  obtained fr0m the previous cycle. 
If the relationships between the design variables and the 
constraint equations or th e obj ective function were 1 · near J the 
lir.lear progra:a:ning procedure would derive the exact optiLdzed point 
in the first iteration set. But since most of the structural 
optimizing problems are nonlinear, the solutions of the linear 
progra'llliling technique as applied are always approximate ones. 
There is the reason why iterative design method is used. As the 
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new initial design variables become close to the optimized point, 
changes will be smaller and the approximations to the real constraint 
equations will be better. Repeating this sequence, the optimized 
point will be generally obtained. The flow chart shown in Figure 3 
illustrates this sequence. 
D. Aids for the Convergence 
1. Bounds 
Bounds are defined as the restrictions on the design 
variables. In general the bounds have two main purposes: 
a. Practicality: 
The cross sectional dimensions of the members 
should be within the practical values and limits 
given by the current codes and specifications. 
b. Convergence of the iteration: 
Since the linear approximations to the nonlinear 
restrictions are used ( Figure 4) , it is quite possible 
that the design point obtained may not satisfy some 
of the given nonlinear constraint equations. These 
kinds of problems usually happen during the optimizing 
process. In this cas e ,  tighter restrictions on the 
Start t-------..1 Read in-
t--------.i 
Read initial design 
variables ( bf, c\.r, 
ri, • • • , etc. J 
Exit 
put data 
r---------i..J Structural analysis 
NO Adjust design 
variables �-----� 
Constraint and 
objective function 
equations 
Structural 
analysis 
NO 
Computation of 
sensitivity coefficients 
a . . , b · , c -
J.J J_ J 
Out-
--� 
Setting up and 
put ..___ ___ ----1 solving 
linear proeramming 
Figure 3 .  Flow Chart of  Iterative Design Sequence 
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design point 
constraint line 
real optimized point 
X 
1 
7 .  I .  - igure 4 .  Approxim::1.tely Optimized Point 
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upper or lower bounds. of the design variables should 
be properly given by the designer, thereby restricting 
the movements of the design variables. Otherwise the 
convergence may not be reached even after a large 
number of cycles and the approximated optimum point 
may be far from the feasible region . 
2. Iteration Determination 
When an iteration method is employed, certain conditions 
on the j udgment need to be set. These conditions indicate when the 
results obtained are considered satisfactory. These conditions also 
have a great effect on the computation time and the preciseness of 
the solution. Consequently, these conditions have to be determined 
after some consideration. 
In this thesis, the solution was considered to be satisfactory 
and the answers were printed out, when the change of design variables 
obtained in two successive cycles was less than 0. 001. At this point 
the iteration was terminated. 
A .  The Problem 
CHAPTER IV 
OPTIMIZATION OF A ONE-BAY , ONF.r-STORY 
COVER PLATED STEEL FRAME 
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It is  required to design a one-bay , one-story framed structure 
with cover plates as shown in Figure 5.  The entire structure would 
be built of structural steel plates  welded by E-60 electrodes. A 
nonlinear progrrunming model would be constructed and used to  de­
termine all cross s ectional dimensions of the beam , column and cover 
plate , as well as the cover plate length and position, thus minimizing 
the weight of structure. The design should conform with the AISC 
specifications. It would be as sumed that th e structure is subj ected 
to a uniformly distributed load and has full lat eral support . 
B .  Problem Solution 
The obj ective function to be mi��ized for the stat ed 
problem would be in the fora. : 
The constraint equations are formulate
d acc0rding to the method 
explained in Chapter II . The constrain
ts on the stresses  are ( see 
Figures 5 and 6) : 
r10--t 
T 
r
3
h 
l 
M 
B 
w/in . 
I I I I I I I 
� r2 , � 
�1 
B F' G 
I
H I 
{; 
E 
A 
Figure 5. Frame ·with Cover Plates 
:Vi 
H 
Figure 6. 1 :cr.1ent Diac;
ra."11 
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J C 
l 
K h 
D l 
1. Bending stresses 
in which 
� F  
b 
d + t 2  � + t 
+ 2b . t ( w 
f) + 2b t ( r R )2 f f 2 p p 2 
+ tf 
in which 
'\., 
cw = 2 + tr 
t d 3 d + t 2 
I = w w + 2b t ( w f) w 2 f f  2 
H C 
G w 
1w 
M C 
H o 
I 
= 
p-ru 2 
8 (1 - R2 ) 
1w 
wf 1 -r 
= {---S-
- 'LB 2 co 
Io 
- HE ] Cw 
:5:: 1.'  --.;;:;: ..l. b 
� Fb 
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(42) 
(43) 
(Lil+) 
. U1-5 ) 
2. Combined arial and bending stress ( refer to equations 
( 20)  and ( 21) ) 
1. 0 (46 )  
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� 1.0 (47) 
3. Shear stress 
(48) 
Also the constraints on the geometric requirements are expressed 
as follows: 
of "' C.. • . 
lJ 
5 
R 
( 49 ) 
( 50) 
( 51)  
( 52) 
( 53 ) 
( 54) 
The computations of . the required sensitivity coefficients 
and b .  
l 
are shown v·Iithin Progran I which accompc!1i es the 
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linearization of the nonlinear expressions (42 ) through ( 48) . These 
particular statements also include the linear transformation described 
in equation (36 ). The change of the sign in a · . 1J matrix created by 
the transformation is subsequently made by staternent 309 in Program 
I. 
When the objective function given by equation (41) is 
linearized and all extraneol,ls constant terms are dropped, the objective 
function appears as 
F(x) = 2tf( e + 2h)br + 2bf( f + 2h)tf + t;( 2 + 2h) ¾ 
o (  0 n o n o ) fh... o o n o o + 2b 2r
1
y + r
2
x + 2r
3
h tp + 4�u t r1 
+ 2 � b  t r  
p p p  p p 2 
0 0 
+ 4hb t r
3 p p ( 
55) 
·Equation ( 5 5) is used only in solution of the linear progra-rnming 
problem .  The actual weight of the structure is computed from 
equation ( 41 ) .  
The  linear transformation of variables must also be applied 
to the obj ective function ( Equation ( 5 5) ) as well as to the con­
straints before the simplex linear prograr.nning routine is impleuiented . 
The negative coefficients for cj are then coillputed in state_ent 301 
in Program I. The slack variables which were added to each constraint 
appear as a unit matrix in stateillent 545 in Progra.� II. 
C Y C L E  B F  T F 
< I N )  < I N )  
1 C Y C L E  5 . 0 0 o .  5 0  
2 C YC L E 9 . 8 8  0 . 3 1  
3 C Y C L E 9 . 8 8  0 . 3 1  
4 C Y C L E  9 e 8 8 0 . 3 1 
5 C YC L E. 9 . 8 8  0 . 3 1  
6 C Y C L E  9 . 8 � 0 . 3 1 
7 C Y C L E 9 . 8 8 0 . 3 1  
8 C Y C L E  9 . 8 8  0 . 3 1  
9 C Y C L E  9 . 8 8  0 . 3 1  
TABLE I .  OB.TAI NED DESIGN VARIABLES 
ow  TW  B P  T P  
C I N )  ( I N )  < I N )  < I N  ) 
3 2 . 0 0 a . s o 6 . 0 0 0 . 6 0 
3 0 . 2 1  0 . 3 1  3 . 1 3 0 . 3 1  
2 7 . 2 9 0 . 3 1  1 0 . 6 1 8 0 . 3 1 
2 8 . 2 3 0 . 3 1  1 0 . 5 8 0  0 . 3 1  
2 7 . 9 4 0 . 3 1  1 0 . 7 0 8  0 . 3 1  
2 8 . 2 1 0 . 3 1  1 0 . 6 0 8  0 . 3 1  
2 8 . 6 2 0 . 3 1  1 0 . 4 5 8  0 . 3 1  
2 9 . 2 5  0 . 3 1  1 0 . 2 3 8  o . 3 1  
2 9 . 2 5 0 . 3 1  1 0 . 2 3 8  0 . 3 1  
R l  R 2  
0 . 1 0 0 0 . 3 0 0 
-0 . 0 0 2  0 . 2 1 0 
0 . 0 2 2  o . s o o  
0 . 0 1 6  o . s o o  
0 . 0 1 8  0 . 5 0 0  
0 . 0 1 6  o . s o o  
0 . 0 1 2 o . s o o  
0 . 0 0 1  o . s o o  
0 . 0 0 1  o . s o o  
R 3  
0 . 3 0 0  
o . o a s  
0 . 1 1 0  
0 . 1 5 1  
0 . 1 2 1 
0 . 1 2 3  
0 • 0 7  4. 
0 . 0 1 2 
0 . 0 1 2  
\.>.) 
a--
TABLE II . ·  STRESSES 
C YC L E  FBB  F B F  F BG  F BH  I N T E R-*  SH E A R  W E I GHT  
( KS i l < KS I > C K S I ) C K S  I ) A C T I ON < K S  I ) ( L BS ) 
.,.,_, 
1 C Y C LE 1 3  .. 9 7 7  5 . 7 7 6  2 1 . 5 9 5  1 5 . 3 8 2  0 . 1 0 1  5 . 6 2 5  5 6 6 3 . 5 8 
2 C Y C L E  2 1 . 7 69  2 6 . 4 1 0  2 7 . 5 3 5  2 6 . 6 7 3  1 . 0 0 0  9 . 5 3 3  * * 
3 C Y C L E  1 5 • l+ 6 6  2 1 . 0 2 9  2 2 . 8 6 9  2 2 . 1 1 0  1 . 0 4 2  1 0 . 5 5 4  3 9 7 0 . 7 3  
4 C YC LE  1 5 . 0 7 4  2 2 . 1 2 3  2 1 . 5 2 1  2 1 . 6 5 4  0 . 9 7 5  1 0 . 2 0 1  4 0 6 6 . 9 6  
5 C Y C LE 1 5 . 0 3 0  2 1 . 5 2 7  2 2 . 1 0 8  2 1 . 9 8 5  1 .. 0 0 0  1 0 - 3 1 0 li,. 0 2 1 • 1 8  
6 C YC L E  1 1  .. .  9 2 0 2 1 . 8 2 3  2 1 . 8 8 0 2 1 . 8 1 5  o . 9 9 0  1 0 . 2 0 1 4 0 4 1 . 2 9 
7 C Y C LE 1 4 . 4 7 0  2 1 . 7 4 4  2 1 . 8 9 2  2 1 . 8 6 2  o . 9 9 5  1 0 . 0 6 2  4 0 1 7 . 4 8 
8 C Y C L E  1 3 . 8 44 2 1 . 7 2 6  2 1 . 9 0 1  2 1 . 8 7 2 1 . 0 0 0  1 0 . 0 0 3  3 9 9 4 . 1 0  
9 C Y C L E  1 3 . 8 4 6 2 1 . 7 2 7  2 1 . 9 0 0  2 1 . 8 7 2 · 1  • 0 0 0  1 0 . 0 0 3  3 9 9 4 . 1 0 
* I N T E RAC T I ON M EANS  T H E  VAL UES  OF  T H E  I N T E R AC T I ON EQUA T I ON OF  ME MB ER , ACCORD­
I NG L Y ,  I T  MUS T N O T  B E  OV ER  UN I T Y .  
* * T H E  VA L U E  OF WE I GHT  I S  N EGL E C T E D  B E CAUSE  O F  T HE N EGA T I VE VA L U E  O F  R l .  
'u.) 
-'2 
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All computations mentioned above have been carried out on 
an IBM 1620 computer available at the university computing center. 
The input consisted of the following data: 
1 = 360. 00 in. h = 240.00 in. 
w = 500 . 00 lbs/in. F = 36,000 psi 
E = 29xl06 psi pe��- = 0. 001 
n = 9 m = 14 
upper limit of b-" = 18. 00 in . upper limit of tr = 1. 80 
.l 
upper limit of <\-r = 6 5. 00 in. upper limit o:f tw = 2. 50 
upper limit of bp 
= 14. 00 in. upper l:i1nit o:f tp = 1. 40 
upper limit of rl 
= 0 .20 upper limit of r2 = 0. 50 
upper limit of r
3 
= 0. 70 101-rnr lirnj_t of <\; = 7 . 00 
and the foll01-ving values were assigned as the trial design values 
at the first cycles: 
bf = 
¾
= 
b = 
r = 1 
r
3 
= 
5. 00 
10 . 00 
6. 00 
0. 10 
0 . 20 
in . tr = 0. 50 in . 
in. t = 0. 50 in. 
in . tP 
= 0. 60 in. 
r2 
= 0 . 30 
Tne fin2.l optimum solution ,,;as obtained after 9 cycles of 
iteration . Tables I and II gives the successive results obtained 
fro:n1 each c:rcle . 
-�-difference in a variable bet1·reen successive cycles 
in. 
in. 
in. 
in. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMHARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. General Summary 
'l'he optimum design of a framed structure using ,dde flange 
sections has been developed in this thesis by using simplex linear 
programming and an iterative method. The entire process was started 
.by assuming some initial trial values first. The non1inear 
equations were then approximated by linear equations. After 
establishing the objective function and the constraints, the problem 
became analogous to a linear programming problem. By using the 
simplex method, a solution was obtained. This solution mininrl.zed 
the objective function subj ect to the linearized equations. The 
new desien was used as a reference point for another linearization. 
Additional cycles of linearization and sin1plex programming yielded 
a solution that converged to the optimum design. The entire process 
mentioned above uas autonatically carried on a digital computer (see 
Progra�s I and II in Appendix A ) . 
'I1he following conclusions may be d_rm,m: 
1. T'ne mere forrr�lation of the problem ·provides several 
benefits for �he en�ineer. It impresses on him the role 
of specifications as a restraining influence on ia.1prudent 
dec i �n �nd at the sar:e time forcefully establishes the v -o- ) · 
i. of the e:dstence of an opti11-al condition fro'!:l conce l., -
· 1,-,, · 1 • ,.l. · a.man� na.ny pos si ..,1 1. v1es . 
2. The method of iterative design in obtaining an optimum 
solution to the indeterminate, elastic structures can 
be considered as a powerful tool. The convergence may 
be slow but stable. In the stated problem, the bounds 
were the most effective factors for convergence. When­
ever the convergence was not reached after a large number 
of cycles, tighter restrictions were applied to the 
upper or lower limits of the design variables. 
3. The cutting plane method appeared to be advantageous for 
choosing the design variables that tend to reduce 
linearization errors in the constants, even at the 
expense of increased nonlinearity in the obj ective 
function. 
4. Numerical results showed that the optimum solution for a 
statically indeterminate structure did not necessarily 
correspond to the minimum weight or maximUi� load carrying 
capacity in each ma�ber. 
5. Since the IBM 1620 digital computer had limited core 
memory, the size of the structure to be solved was 
limited . A s  the simplex algorithm program occupied a 
relatively large nu.�ber of locations in th � core memory 
of any comput�r, it is highly recomm€nded to use a 
computer with a large storage capacity. A large comp' ter 
will enable t�e designer to include _ all pos sible 
constraints  nd to o tain a more accurate solution. 
6 .  The application of the foregoing technique for optimi­
zation seems also feasible for other structures such 
as trusses, bridges, dams and airplanes. 
B. Future Areas of Study and Research 
1. Further efforts are need�d to develop applications for 
buckling and nonli?ear load-deflection problems . 
2. A mathematical proof showing that successive cycles of 
redesign will converge to an absolute optimum solution 
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is required .  Such a proof must be �ased on the charac­
teristics of the equations describing the design variables. 
3 . Recently several types of high strength steels have been 
developed and made available to the structural engineer 
at a relatively small premium. An optimum design can be 
obtained by using these different steels at the different 
places and locations in the structure under consideration. 
In this case, materials might be considered as the design 
variables and the cost of structure should be estimated 
instead of the weight . 
NOTATION 
The following symbols have been adopted for use in this thesis : 
Ar = area of compression flange 
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a . .  = coefficient matrix for left side of constraint set 
l.J 
An = cross section area at point n 
¾ = area of web 
bf = width of flange 
b .  = column matrix of elements on right side of l. 
constraint set 
bp = width of cover plate 
Cb = bending coefficient 
C = column slenderness ratio dividin� elastic and 
C ...., 
i nelastic buckling 
c .  = the cost of material, the cost of fabrication, 
l. 
the cost of erection, . , etc . 
c .  = obj ective function coefficient J 
Cm 
= coefficient applied to bending term in interaction 
formula 
c = distance from neutral axi s  to stressed fiber at 
point n 
C0 
= the constant coffJnon eA--penses , i -� .· , design cost, 
connection of j oints, • • •  , etc .  
d = depth of bean 
rl = depth of web �-r 
d = lm·:-er 1 ·_mi t on �:eb depth 
v: 10-.,1 
E = modulus of elasticity of steel 
Fa 
= axial stress that would be permitted if axial 
force alone existed 
fa = computed �"'Ci.al stress 
Fb = compressive bending stress that ·would be permitted 
if bending moment alone e.xisted 
fb = computed bending stress ·at the point under 
consideration 
F
1 
= Euler stress divided by factor of safety 
e 
F . S. = factor of safety 
Fv = allowable shear stress 
F
Y 
= yield strength of material 
h = height of frame 
In = moment of inertia of beam section at point n 
k = effecti ve length factor 
p = len_:sth of member 
Lj = lower bound on variable xj 
I-1 = design mom.ent at point n n 
.f
l
, N2 = sr.-taller and larger end moment on unbraced length 
of beam-colurrn respectively 
n = key point at which stresses are checked 
P = axial force 
per = difference in a variable between successive cycles 
0 = design shear at point n ·n ._, 
r = governing radious o±' .::,yration 
ri = ratios of cover plate length to member length 
tf = thickness of flange 
tp = thickness of cover plate 
tw = thickness of web 
U .  = upper limit on variable x .  
J J 
w = external uniform load 
W .  = maximum deflaction at  some point along 
1. 
the ith span 
xj = design variables 
( = density of the material 
44 
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P R OG RA M  I 
C A F O R T RAN  I I  PROG R A M  F OR ANAL YZ I NG ON E-BA Y O N E -S T OR Y  
C NONPR I SM A T I C  F RAM E D  S T R UC T U R E  A N D  G E N E R A T I NG 
C S E N S I T l V i T Y CO E F F I C I E N T S  A ( l , J ) , B ( l > A N D  C ( J ) FOR  
C L I N E AR  P ROGR A MM I N G I N  T E RMS O F  T R A N S FO R M E D  VA� I AB L E S 
C UN I T S U S E D  I N  T H I S P R OG R A MM I N G A R E POU N D  A N D  I NCH  
C N I S  T H E  NUM B E R  O F  DE S I GN  VA R I AB L E S  
C M I S  T H E  N UM B E R O F  C ON S T R A I N T EQU A T I ON S  
D I M E N S I ON A ( 2 0 , 2 0 r , B ( 2 0 ) , C C 3 0 ) , E M ( 3 0 )  
2 3  F O R M A T C 5 E l 6 o 4 )  
1 0 0 1 F O R M A T ( 5 E l 6 . 8 )  
2 00 1 F O RM A T ( 2 ! 4 )  
5 0 0 3 R EAD  1 0 0 1 , X L , H , W , F Y , P ER , E X 
R E AD 1 0 0 1 , U BF , U T F , U DW , U T W , UBP , U T P , U R l , UR 2 , U R 3 , DWL  
R E AD 1 0 0 1 , -Y B F , Y T F , Y DW , Y T W , YB P , Y T ? , YR l , Y R 2 , Y R 3  
R E A D  2 0 0 1 , N , M  
BF = Y B F  
T F = Y T F  
D W = Y D W 
T W = Y T W  
B P = Y B P  
T P = Y T P 
R l = Y R l 
R 2 = Y R 2  
R 3 = Y R 3  
A B C = F Y / 1 . 6 5 
SH E = 0 . 4 * F Y  
P = W* XL / 2 . 
CC = SQR T F C 1 9 . 7 * E X / F Y ) 
C I N D E T E R M I NA T E  A N A L Y S I S  FOR  MOM E N T S  A N D  S T R E S S E S  
3 1  W I = C T W*D W ** 3 / 1 2 . ) + 2 • *B F * T F* < < DW+ T F ) / 2 . ) * * 2  
C I = W l + 2 . *B P * T P * ( DW / 2 . + T F + T P / 2 • > * * 2  
X l = R l �- X L  
X 2 = X L / 2 . -R 2 *X L / 2 . 
X 3 =  ( X L + ( R 2 �- X l ) ) / 2  • 
X 4 .= X L - ( R 1 * X L  ) 
Y l = H - C R 3 -�H ) 
F SB = 2 e * X l / C I + 2 . * ( X 2 - X l ) / W I + R 2 * X L / C I 
SO = ( X 4 * * 2 - X 3 * * 2 ) / W l + ( X L * * 2 -X 4 * * 2 ) / C I 
SN S = { C X 1 ** 2 / C I J + ( X 2 ** 2 - X l ** 2 ) / W I + < X 3 * *2 - X 2 * *2 ) / C I + SO )  
c 1 2 . 
T O = C X 4 * * 3 - X 3 ** 3 ) / W I + C X L ** 3 - X 4 * * 3 ) / C l  
T R B= C ( X l * * 3 / C l ) ; ( X 2 ** 3- X l ** 3 ) / W l + ( X 3 * * 3 - X 2 * * 3 ) / C I + T O ) 
C / 3 . 
F E M = W * ( X L * S N B - T R B ) / ( 2 . * F S B ) 
C B C = C X L * S N B / T R B ) - 1 • 
S B C = l . / ( F S B - { C l . + C B C > * S N B / X L ) ) 
- C ON T I N U E -
F S C = R 3 * H / C I + ( Y l / W I ) 
SN C B = ( ( R 3 *H > ** 2 / C I + C H* * 2 - ( R 3 * H ) * * 2 ) /W l ) / 2 .  
S N C A = ( Y l ** 2 / W I + C H ** 2 - Y l * * 2 ) / C I ) / 2 .  
T R C B = ( ( R 3 *H > * * 3 / C I + ( H ** 3 - { R 3 * H > * * 3 ) / W I ) / 3 .  
T R C A = ( Y l * * 3 / W I + < H** 3 - Y l ** 3 ) / C I ) / 3 .  
C B A = C H * S N CB / T RC B ) - 1 .  
C A B = ( H * S N C A / T RC A > - 1 •  
S BA = l o / ( F S C  ( ( l o + C B A ) * S NC B / H ) )  
S BAA = S BA* C l . - C BA* CA B ) 
S S T = S B C +S B AA 
D F B = S B C / S S T  
D F C = S B AA / S S T  
UBM= F EM*DFC  
F M = O . O  
2 7 DO 4 8 I =  1 , 3 0 
EM C l ) = U B M * ( D F B ** I ) * ( C � C ** I )  
. FM= F M+ E M  ( I )  
I F  C E  M ( I ) - • 0 1  ) 2 0 ,  2 0 ,  4 8  
4 8  C ON T I N U E  
GO  T O  2 7  
2 0  XMB = AB S F C U BM+ F M J 
XM E = A B S F C X MB* C l . - R 3 ) ) 
XMF = AB S F C C C W* X L** 2 l * ( R l -R l ** 2 ) / 2 . ) - X MB > 
XM G= A B S F ( C C W* X L** 2 ) * ( 1 . - R 2 * * 2 ) / 8 . ) -X M B ) 
X M H = A B S F ( W * X L * * 2 1 8 . -X MB ) 
F B B= X M B * C DW / 2 . + T F + T P ) / C I  
F B F = XMF * ( DW / 2 . + T F ) / W I  
F B G = XMG* C DW / 2 . + T F ) / W I  
F B H = X MH * C DW / 2 . + T F + T P ) / C I  
F V V =  P / ( D \-J �· T W ) 
Q = 2 • *B f * T F + DW * T W  
A X = P / Q  
B X = X M E * C DW / 2 . + T F ) / W I  
R X = S QR T F ( W I / 0 )  
S L = 2  . �·H / R X  
F E = l 4 9 . E 6 / S L ** 2  
F S = l . 6 7 + ( Q . 3 7 5 * S L / C C ) - ( 0 . 1 2 5 * S L * * 3 / C C C ** 3 ) )  
I F ( S L - C C ) l 7 2 , 1 7 2 , 1 7 3  
1 7 2  F A = { l . - ( S L ** 2 / ( 2 . *C C * * 2 ) ) ) * F Y / F S 
GO T O  1 4 2  
1 7 3  F A = l 4 9 e E 6 / ( S L * * 2 > 
· 49 
C A D J US T VA R I A B L E S  T O  R E D U C E S T R E SS E S T O  A L LOWAB L E  R AN G E  
. 1 4 2  I F ( A X / FA- 0 . 1 5 ) 1 4 5 , 1 4 5 , 1 4 6 
1 4 5  F O R = A X / F A+ B X / A B C  
G O  T O  2 7 2 
1 4 6  F OR = AX / F A+ ( 0 . 6 * BX / ( A B C * C l . - A X / F E > ) )  
2 7 2 I F ( F BH - A 8C ) 3 3 , 3 3 , 6 2 
3 3  I F C F B G - BC 1 3 4 , 3 4 , 6 2 
- CON T I N U E -
3 4  I F < F B B -ABC ) 3 6 , 3 6 , 6 2 
3 6  I F ( F BF -A BC ) 7 4 , 74 , 6 2 
7 4  I F < F VV-SH E ) 3 5 , 3 5 , 6 2 
6 2  Dv-J = D �v+ b .  2 5 
G O  T O  3 1  
3 5  ' I F C F OR - 1 . ) 3 7 , 3 7 , 2 8  
2 8 I F ( R 3 - l . ) 6 3 , 6 2 , 6 2 
6 3 R 3 = R 3 + 0 . 0 l  
GO  T O  3 1  
3 7  NM = N + M  
· C C OMP U T A T I ON O F  OB J E C T I V E F UN C T I ON C O E F F I C I E N T S  
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C I N I T I A L I Z E A T  L A R G E  VA L U E S  T O  P R E VE N T  S L A C K  VAR I A B L E S 
C F ROM E N T E R I NG  I N T Q  T H E  SOL U T I ON BA S I S  
DO 3 0 1 J = l , NM 
3 0 1 C ( J ) = l ., E + l 2  
C ( l ) = -4 • * T F * ( 0 . 5* X L +H ) 
C C 2 ) = -4 • *B F * { O e 5* X L+H ) 
C ( 3 ) = - T W* C 0 . 5 * X L + H ) *2 •  
C C 4 ) = - DW* < 0 • 5 * X L + H > * 2 •  
C C 5 ) = -4 • * T P * < R l * X L + 0 . 5 * R 2 * X L + R 3* H ) 
C ( 6 ) = - 4 • * B P * ( R l * X L + 0 . 5 * R 2 * X L + R 3 * H )  
C ( 7 ) = -4 • * X L * B P * T P  
C ( 8 ) = - X L *B P * T P* 2 • 
C ( 9 ) = -4 • *H* B P * T P 
D 1 = HJ * D vJ * * 3 1  l 2 • 
D 2 = DW / 2 . + T F  
D 3 = < D vi + T F ) / 2 • 
D4 = 2 . * B F * T F * D 3 *D 3  
D 5 = D l + D4 
D 6 = ( DW + T P ) / 2 . + T F  
D 7 = W* X L * X L / 8 .  
D 8 = D 2 + T P  
D 9 = 2 . * B P* T P* D6 *D 6  
D l O = D 5 +0 9 
C H = P / ( F A *O*O ) 
C O = 0 . 6 * X M E * F E / A B C 
CG= F E *Q - P  
C COMP U T A T I ON O F  A C  I , J >  C O E F F I C I EN T  MA T R I X  
D O  3 0 2  I = l , M 
B ( I ) = 0 •  
D O  3 0 2  J = l si N 
3 0 2 A (  I , J ) = O e  
A ( l , 1 ) = -X MB * D 8 * D4 / ( 8 F *D 1 0 *D 1 0 ) 
A C l , 2 l = XMB * C l . / D l O- D 8 * ( D4 / T F + D 4 / D 3 + 2 e * D 9 / D6 ) /  
C ( D l O ·� D 1 0 ) )  
A ( l , 3 ) = X MB * ( O o 5 / D l O -D 8 * ( T W*DW *D W / 4 e + D 4 / D 3 + 0 9 / 06 ) /  
C < 0 l 0 �- 0 1 0 ) )  
A ( l , 4 J = - X MB * D 8 * 0 1 / { T W *D l 0 * D l 0 J  
- C ON T I N U E -
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A C l t 5 ) = - X MB* D 8 * D9 / C B P* D l O *D 1 0 )  
A C l , 6 ) = X MB* C l . / D l O- D8 * C D 9 / T P+ D 9 / D 6 ) / C D l O* D 1 0 ) ) 
A C 2 , l ) = - XMF*D2 *D4 / C B F * D 5 * D 5 ) 
A C 2 , 2 ) = XMF* ( l . / D5 -D 2 * ( D 4 / T F+ D 4 / D 3 ) / ( D 5 * D 5 ) ) 
A C 2 , 3 ) = XM F * C 0 . 5 / D 5- D2 * C T W*DW* DW / 4 . + D 4 / D 3 ) / ( D 5 * D5 ) ) 
A C 2 , 4 ) = -XMF* D 2 *D l / ( T W* D 5 * D 5 ) 
A < 2 , 7 ) = -A B S F ( 4 . * D 7 * C l . - 2 . *R l > * D 2 / D 5 ) 
A C 3 , l ) = - X MG * D 2 *D4 / ( 8 F * D 5 * D 5 ) 
A C 3 , 2 ) = XMG* < l . / D 5 -D 2 * < D4 / T F+D 4 / D 3 ) / ( D 5 * D 5 ) )  
A C 3 , 3 l = X MG* C 0 . 5 / D 5- D 2 * ( T W *DW* DW / 4 . + D4 / D 3 ) / C D 5 *D 5 ) ) 
A ( 3 , 4 ) = - X MG * D 2 * D l / ( T W* D 5 * D 5 > 
A C 3 , 8 ) = -ABS F < 2 • *D 7 * R 2 * D 2 / D 5 ) 
A C 4 , l ) = - X MH * D 8 * D4 / ( B F * D 1 0 * D 1 0 ) 
A C 4 , 2 ) = XMH* C l . / D l O- D8 * ( D4 / T F+ D 4 / D 3 + 2 . * D 9 / D6 ) /  
C C D l O * D l O ) )  
A C 4 , 3 ) = X MH* C 0 . 5 / D 1 0 -D 8 * ( T W*DW*DW / 4 . +D4 / D 3+ D 9 / D6 ) /  
C ( D l O * D 1 0 ) )  
A C 4 , 4 ) = - X MH * D 8 * D l / C T W* D 1 0 * D 1 0 ) 
A ( 4 , 5 ) = - XMH * D 8 *D 9 / C B P *D l O * D 1 0 ) 
A C 4 , 6 ) = X MH* ( l . / D l O - D 8 * C D 9 / T P + D9 / D6 ) / ( D l O * D 1 0 ) ) 
I F C A X / F A- 0 . 1 5 ) 44 3 , 4 4 3 , 4 44 
44 3 A ( 5 , l ) = - 2 . * C H* T F - ( X M E *D 2 * D4 ) / ( A BC * BF *D 5 * D 5 > 
A C 5 , 2 ) = - 2 . * B F * C H+ C X M E / A BC ) * ( l . / D 5 - D 2 * C D 4 / T F + D 4 / D 3 ) /  
C ( D 5 * D 5 ) ) 
A ( 5 , 3 ) = - T W* CH+ C C X M E / A B C ) * C 0 . 5 / D 5 - D 2 * C T W* DW* D W / 4 . + D 4 /  
C D 3 ) / ( D5 * D 5 ) ) )  
A C 5 , 4 ) = - DW* CH+ ( C X M E / A B C ) * D l * D 2 / ( T W* D 5 * D 5 ) )  
A C 5 , 9 ) = - X MB* D 2 / ( A B C *D 5 ) 
GO  T O  4 7 4  
4 4 4 A C 5 , 1 ) = - 2 . *C H * T F+ C O* < C 2 . * T F * D 2 / { D 5 * CG ) l - ( 2 . * T F* F E * 
C 0 5 + ( D4* C G / B F ) > * < D 2 *Q ) / ( CG * C G* D 5 * D 5 ) ) 
A C 5 , 2 ) = - 2 • *C H * BF+ C O* ( ( Q + 2 • * D 2 * B F ) / ( C G* D 5 > - D 2 *0* < 2 •  
C *B F * F E * D 5 +C G* ( D4 / T F + D 4 / D 3 ) ) / C C G* C G * D 5 * D 5 ) ) 
A C 5 , 3 ) = - C H * T W + CO* C ( . 5 *Q+ D 2 ) / ( C G* D 5 ) - D2 * 0 * { F E* D 5* T W + 
C C G* ( T W* D W * D W / 4 . + D 4 / D 3 ) ) / ( CG*C G * D 5 * D 5 ) ) 
A C 5 , 4 ) = - C H * DW+ CO* ( D 2 / ( CG * D 5 ) - D 2 *0 * < F E * D 5 * DW+CG* D l /  
C TW ) / ( C G * C G * D 5 * D 5 ) }  
A C 5 , 9 ) = - 0 . 6 *F E *XMB* D 2 *Q / ( A BC * C G* D 5 >  
4 7 4  A C 6 , 2 ) = - l . 
A C 7 , 4 ) = - l . 
A C 8 , 6 ) = - l o 
A ( 9 , l ) = l .  
A ( 9 , 2 ) = - 6 0 0 0 • / SQR T < F Y > 
A ( l 0 , 3 ) = 1 .  
A ( l 0 , 4 ) = - l 4 e E 6 / SQR T ( F Y * ( l 6 5 0 0 • + F Y ) )  
A ( l l , 1 ) = - 1 •  
A C l l , 2 ) = 1 0 .  
A ( l 2 , 3 ) = - l e 
- C O ,  1 T I N U E -
A ( 1 3 , 5 ) = - l . 
A ( l 3 , 6 ) = 1 0 . 
A C 1 4 , 3 ) = - P * T W / ( DW * T W > ** 2  
A ( 1 4 , 4 } = - P * DW / C DW * T W > ** 2  
C C OMP U T A T I ON O F  CON S TAN T T ERMS I N  T A Y LO R  S E R I ES 
G l = X MB*D 8 / D 1 0 -A B C  
G 2 = X MF* D 2 / D 5 - A B C  
G 3 = X MG * D 2 / D 5 - A B C  
G4 = XMH *D 8 / D 1 0-A B C  
G 5  = F OR - 1 .  
C C OMP U T A T I ON O F  CO E F F I C I EN T S  O F  8 ( 1 )  VEC T OR 
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B ( l > = - G l +A ( l , l > * C B F -U B F ) + A C l , 2 ) * ( T F - UT F ) +A < l , 3 } * < DW 
C - U DW J + A C 1 , 4 ) * ( T W - U ! W ) +A < l , 5 > � < B P- U 8P ) +A < l , 6 } * ( T P - U T P ) 
B ( 2 ) : - G 2 + A < 2 , l ) * C B F -UB F ) + A ( 2 , 2 ) * { T F -U T F } +A ( 2 , 3 ) * C D W 
C -U DW J + A < 2 , 4 ) * ( T W- U T W ) +A C 2 , 7 ) * ( R l - UR 1 > 
B ( 3 ) = - G 3 + A ( 3 , l ) * ( B F -U B F ) + A < 3 , 2 ) * C T F- U T F > +A < 3 , 3 ) * ( D W 
C -U DW ) + A ( 3 , 4 ) � ( T W- U T W ) +A ( 3 , 8 ) * C R 2 - U R 2 ) 
B C 4 ) = - G 4 +A C 4 , l ) * ( B F -U B F ) + A ( 4 , 2 ) * C T F - U T F ) +A < 4 , 3 ) * l D W  
C - U DW ) + A C 4 , 4 ) * ( T W- U T W ) +A ( 4 , 5 > * C B P -UBP > +A ( 4 , 6 ) * ( T P-U T P ) 
8 ( 5 ) = - G 5 + A C 5 , l ) * C B F - U B F > + A ( 5 , 2 ) * C T F-U T F ) +A C 5 , 3 ) * C DW 
C -U DW ) + A ( 5 � 4 ) * ( T W-U T W > + A ( 5 , 9 ) * ( R 3 - U R 3 ) 
8 ( 6 ) = U T F - 0 . 3 1 2 5  
B < 7 > = u n,-o . 3 1 2  s 
B < B > = U T P- 0 . 3 1 2 5  
B C 9 ) = A ( 9 , 2 ) * ( - U T F ) - UB F 
B ( l O ) = A < l 0 , 4 ) * ( - U T W ) -U D W  
I F C U B F - 1 0 . * U T F ) 3 0 3 , 3 0 4 , 3 0 4  
3 0 3 U T F = UB F / 1 0 .  
3 0 4  I F C UB P - 1 0 . *U T P ) 3 0 5 , 3 0 7 , 3 0 7  
3 0 5 U T P = UB P / 1 0 .  
30 7 B ( l l ) = U B F - l O • * U T F 
B ( 1 2 ) = UD\.IJ-DW L 
8 ( 1 3 ) = UBP - 1 0 • * U T P  
8 ( 1 4 ) = - < FVV- S H E ) + A ( l 4 , 3 J * C DW-UDW ) + A ( l 4 , 4 ) * ( T W-U T W )  
DO  3 0 9  I = l , M 
DO 3 0 9 J = l , N  
3 0 9 A ( l , J ) = -A C I , J }  
I = l  
3 2 4 2  I F  < B <  I >  ) 3 2 3 7 , 3 2 3 8 , 3 2 3 8 
3 2 3 7 PR I N T 3 0 0 2  
3 0 0 2 F O R M A T ( 4 7H N E G A T I V E  E L E M E N T  I N  8 V EC T OR . C H E C K  I N P U T 
C D A T A e ) 
G O  T O  5 0 0 3  
3 2 3 8  I F C I -M > 3 9 9 2 , 3 9 99 , 3 9 9 9  
3 9 9 2  I = I + l  
GO  T O  3 2 l� 2 
3 9 9 9  CON T I N U E  
P (  l > = B F  
- C O, T I N U E -
P C 2 ) = T F  
P < 3 > = D\v 
P ( 4 } = T W 
P C 5 ) = B P  
P ( 6 ) = T P  
P ( 7 ) = R l 
P ( 8 ) = R 2  
P ( 9 ) = R 3  
P R I N T  1 0 0 1 , F BB , F B F , F BG , F B H , F OR , FVV  
P U N C H  1 0 0 1 , B F , T F , D W , T W , BP , T P , R l , R 2 t R 3  
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P UN C H  1 0 0 1 , U BF , U T F , U DW , U T W , UBP , U T P , U R 1 , U R 2 , UR 3 , DW L  
P U N C H 2 3 , ( < A C  I , J > , J = l  , N ) , I = l t M )  
P U N C H  2 3 , C B C I ) , I = l , M )  
P U N C H  2 3 , C C ( J ) , J= l l NM )  
P U N C H  2 3 , C P C I ) , I = l , N ) 
S T O P  
E N D  
PROGRAM  I I  
C FOR T R A N  I I  S I MP L E X  PROG RAM  OF  L I N E A R  P R OGRAMM I NG 
C F O R  O P T I M I Z I N G T H E  FRAM E D  S T R UC T U R E  
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D I ME N S I ON A < 2 0 , 2 0 > , B < 2 0 ) , C ( 3 0 } , P C 3 0 > , P P ( 3 0 ) , I BA < 3 0 )  
D I ME N S I ON T A B ( 30 , 3 0 )  
50 5 F O RM A T C 5 E l 6 o 4 )  
5 0 6  F O RM A T ( 5 E l 6 � 8 > 
5 0 7 F O R M A T ( 6H W E I G H T  F l 0 . 3 ) 
60 4 FORMAT < 2 E l 6 . 4 )  
7 2 2  FORM A T ( 2 1 4 ) 
R E A D  5 0 6 , X L , H , W , F Y , P E R  
R E A D  5 0 6 , 3 F , T F , DW , T W , BP , T P , R l , R 2 , R 3 
R E A D  5 0 6 , UB F , U T F , �DW , U T W , U B P , U T P , U R 1 , U R 2 , U R 3 , DWL  
R E AD 7 2 2 , N , M  
R E A D  5 0 5 , < C A <  I , J )  , J = l  , N } d = l , M >  
R E A D  5 0 5 , C B ( I ) , I = l , M J  
R E AD 5 0 5 , C C ( J ) , J = l , NM )  
R E A D  5 0 5 , < P { I ) , I = l , N )  
C S E T T I NG-UP  OF T H E  MA T R I X  FOR  S I MP L E X  T A B L E AU 
NM =N + M  
M P l = M+ l 
NCOL = N M+ l 
DO 2 0 1 I = 1 , ·MP 1 
I B A  C I ) = 0 
P P < I > = O .  
DO 2 0 l J = 1 , NCO  L. 
2 0 1 T A B C I , J ) = O .  
DO  2 0 2  I = l , M 
DO  2 0 3  J = l , N  
2 0 3  T A B C I , J ) = A C I , J )  
C I NS E R T S L AC K VA R I A B L E S  I N  E A CH CON S T RA I N T EQUA T I O N 
NP l = N+ l 
5 4 5 T A B < I , NP I  ) = l •  
T A B  ( I , NC OL ) = 8 < I ) 
2 0 2 I BA <  I ) = N + I 
DO 2 0 4 J = l , N M 
2 0 4  T AB < MP l , J ) = -C ( J )  
2 0 5 P L E = T A B C MP l , 1 )  
K = l  
C CHOO S E  T H E  MO S T  P O S I T I V E VA L U E  T O  I N S E R T  I N  T H E  
C SOL U T I ON B A S I S  
DO 2 0 6 J = 2 , N M 
I F C T AB C MP 1 , J } -P L E ) 2 0 6 , 2 0 6 , 2 0 7  
2 0 7 P L E = T A B < MP l , J ) 
K = J 
2 0 6  C O N T I N U E  
I F ( P L E ) 2 0 8 , 2 0 8 , 2 0 9  
-CON T I N U E -
2 0 8  DO 2 1 0 I = l , M  
I I B A= I B A < I >  
2 1 0  PP < I I B A ) = T A B C I , NC OL ) 
GO  T O  1 5 4 
2 0  9 I =  1 
2 1 5  I F < T A B < I , .K > > 2 1 2 , 2 1 2 , 2 1 1 
2 1 2  I F ( l -M ) 2 1 4 , 2 1 3 , 2 1 3  
2 1 4  I = I + l  
GO T O  2 1 5  
2 1 3  P R I N T 2 9 9  
2 9 9  FORMAT < 2 9 H  O B J E C T I V E F U NC T I ON U N BOUND E D > 
GO T O  1 5 4 
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C S E L E C T  T H E  L E A S T  POS I T I VE R A T I O  O F  B ( I )  T O  A < I , K >  
2 1 1  RA T O= T AB < I , N CO L ) / TA B ( I , K l  
I R O = I 
2 1 6  I = I + l  
I F { I -M ) 2 2 7 , 2 2 7 , 2 2 0 
2 2 7  I F < T AB < I , K > > 2 1 8 , 2 1 8 , 2 1 7 
2 1 7  R A T E = T AB C I , N COL ) / T A B ( I , K )  
I F < R A T E - R A T 0 ) 2 1 9 , 2 1 8 , 2 1 8  
2 1 9  R A TO= R A T E  
I RO = I 
2 1 8  I F < I -M ) 2 1 6 , 2 2 0 , 2 2 0  
2 2 0  I B A < I R O ) = K  
P I V T = T AB C I RO , K )  
DO  2 2 1  J = l , N CO L 
2 2 1 T A B (  I R O , J ) = T AB ( I R O , J ) / P I V T 
C C OMP U T A T I ON O F  N E W COE F F I C I E N T S F OR R E S T  O F  T AB L EAU  
DO 2 2 2 I = l , MP l  
D E L E = T A B < I , K )  
I F < DE L E ) 2 2 3 , 2 2 2 , 2 2 3  
2 2 3 I F ( I - I R0 ) 2 2 4 , 2 2 2 , 2 2 4 
2 2 4  DO 2 2 5  J = l , N COL  
2 2 5 T A B < I , J ) = T A B C I , J ; - T A B C I RO , J ) * DE L E  
2 2 2  CON T I N U E  
3 3 6  F O R M A T ( 3 H P L E E 2 0 . 6 )  
P R I N T 3 3 6 , P L E  
3 3 8  FORM A T < 4H P I V T  E 2 0 . 6 )  
P R I N T 3 3 8 , P I V T 
GO  T O  2 0 5  
C CONV E R T SOL U T I ON TO  O R I G I NA L  V A R I A B L E S 
1 5 4 PP ( l ) = U B F - P P < l > 
P P C 2 ) = U T F -P P ( 2 ) 
P P  C 3 )  = UD ld-P P ( 3 )  
P P ( 4 ) = U T'I -PP C 4 )  
P P ( 5 ) = U8 P-P P < 5 )  
P P ( 6 ) = U T P.- PP ( 6 )  
P P ( 7 ) = UR 1 -P P C 7 ) 
PP ( 8 ) = UR 2 -PP C 8 )  
C ON T I N U E-
P P C 9 ) = U R 3 - P P C 9 )  
C C HE C K  F OR SA T I S F AC T OR Y  CON VE R G EN C E 
BD I F = O •  
DO 1 1 5 I = l , N 
I F ( P ( I ) ) 1 1 8 , 1 1 5 , 1 1 8 
1 1 8 D I F = AB S F ( ( P P C I ) -P C I ) ) / P ( l } )  
I F C D I F - B D I F ) l 1 5 , 1 1 5 , 1 1 6 
1 1 6 BD I F = D I F  
1 1 5  CON T I N U E  
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WT = ( ( 2 o * B F * T F + DW* T W ) * ( X L+ 2 e * H ) + 2 . *B P * T P * ( ( 2 . * R l + R 2 ) *  
C X L + 2 . * R 3 *H ) ) * 49 0 . / 1 7 2 8 . 
I F < BD I F - P E R ) l 0 8 , 1 0 8 , 9 1  
1 0 8 P R I N T 5 0 8  
5 0 8 FORM A T C 3 6HF I NAL  R E S UL T S  B E  O B T A I N E D  A S  F O L LOWS ) 
P R I N T  5 0 6 , B F , T F , DW , T W , BP , T P , R l , R 2 , R 3 
PR I N T 5 0 7 , W T 
S T O P  
C CON T I N U E  F OR A NO T H E R  C Y C L E  I F  CON VE R G E N C E T E S T  WA S 
C NO T S A T I S F I E D  
9 1  D O  1 1  I = l , N  
1 1  P ( l ) = P P C I >  
X B F = PP < l l  
X T F = PP ( 2 ) 
X DW = PP ( 3 )  
X HJ = PP C 4 )  
X BP = PP ( 5 ) 
X T P = PP ( 6 )  
X R l = PP ( 7 )  
X R 2 = PP ( 8 )  
X R 3 = P P ( 9 )  
P R I N T  6 0 4 , B F , T F , DW , T W , B P , T P , R l , R 2 , R 3  
P R I N T 5 0 7 , WT 
P R I N T  6 0 4 , C P < I ) , I = l , N )  
P R I N T 6 0 4 , X B F , X T F , X DW , X T � , X B P , X T P , X R l , X R 2 , X R 3 
S TOP 
E N D  
APPENDIX B 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF 
SIMPLEX ME"I'HOD 
57 
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NUMERICAL EXAt1PLE OF SD1PLEX METHOD 
This section is devoted to an explanation of the silnplex 
algorithm on a basic problem . The simplex procedure calls for the 
successive application of the following steps: 
1. An initial computation tableau is constructed . 
2 .  The testing of the zj - cj elements to det ermine whether 
a minimum solution is found, i . e., whether zj - cj � 0 for 
all j .  
3 .  The solution of the vector to be  introduced into the 
basis if some zj - cj > O, i •� · , selection of the vector 
with maximum z . - c - . 
J J 
4 . The selection of the vector to be eliminated from the 
basis to ensure feasibility of the new solution, i_.�. , 
the vector with min (xi/xik) for those ½k > 0, where k 
corresponds to the vector selected in step 3. If all 
-½.k � O, then the solution is unbounded . 
5 . The transformation of the tableau by the complete 
elimination procedure to obtain the new solution and 
associated elements . 
Each such iteration produces a new basis feasible  solution, and v:e 
shall eventually obtain a minLuQn · solution or deteritlne an unbounded 
solution .  An application_ of the s�ilplex procedure to the initial 
ta leau yields the transformed values of Table III . 
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Consider the foll�wing linear programming problem: minimize 
F(x) = -150� - 200½ - 20� 
subject to 
4x1 + 5� � 500 
and 
Xj_ > o , ½ > o , 
To convert the inequalities to equalities a non-negative slack 
variable is added to each inequation and the model appears as follows: 
minimize 
subject to 
and 
F( x) = -150� - 200½ - 50� + ( O )x1., 
+ ( O)x
5 
+ (O )x6 
x., > o ,  
J_ 
+ X, = 5CO 
0 
Y) > 0 
Our initial basis  ( see First Step , Table 17) consists of P
4
, P
5
, P6
, 
C .  
i 
1 
2 
. 
p 
. 
m 
m+l 
C .  
J 
Sol 
0 
0 
0 
TABLE III 
INITIAL STEP OF COMPUTATIONAL SD-fPLEX PROCEDURE 
:,p,,, 
Basis p 
0 
p 'YI+  I X I 
p 'l''\+ Z. . X z. 
. . 
p 
Tl -t Q  
xi 
. . 
p X 
n +m 'II'\ 
zo 
➔ 
P4 
· p 5 
p6 
z .  
J 
z . -c . 
J J 
c, c a 
p1'\+ I  . p T\�R . p P, p ?. Tlttn 
1 . 0 . 0 x 11 x \2. 
0 . 0 . 0 . x,1 Xz, 
. . . . . . . 
· o . 1 . 0 xi i x i i 
. . . . . . . 
0 . 0 . 1 X ¾2 'm l  
0 . 0 . 0 z, -c ,  . Z z. - C2 
TABLE IV 
Cf1.rPUTATIONAL SIMPLEX: PROCEDURE 
po 
1000 
1500 
500 
0 
0 
0 
pl . I-
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
P5 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
( First Step ) 
. 
0 -150 
p6 pl 
0 1 
0 10 
1 4 
0 0 
0 150 
. C 
',(. 
. PK 
. x
1� 
. Xz.K 
. . 
. X i K 
. . 
. X 
1'1 K  
. z �-c� 
-200 
P2 
5 
8 
0 
0 
200 
60 
. C 
YI 
. p"' 
. X 
1 n  
. x 2'h 
. . 
. xi'Yl 
. . 
. 
1nn 
. z -c 
1'\ '1\ 
-50 
P3 
10 
5 
0 
50 
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TAffi.,E IV ( Continued) 
. 
c .  - 0 0 0 -150 -200 -50 J 
Sol po p4 
P5 p6 P1 P2 P3 
0 p 4 500 1 0 -1 -3 0 @ 
0 P5 700 0 1 -1 . 6  3 . 6 0 5 
-200 P2 100 0 0 0. 2 0 . 8  1 0 
z .  -20000 o . 0 -40 -160 -200 -50 
J 
zj-cj 
-20000 0 0 -40 -10 0 50 it 
(Second Step) 
c .  ► 0 0 0 -150 -200 -50 
J 
Sol po P4 P5 p6 Pl P2 P3 
·-50 P3 50 0 . 1  0 -0. 1 -0.3 0 1 
0 P5 450 -0. 5  1 -1 . l  0 0 0 
-200 P2 100 0 0 0. 2 0 . 8  1 0 
z .  -22500 -5 0 -35 -145 -200 - 50 
J 
z . -c . -22500 ,- 0 -3 5 +5 0 . 0 
J J 
- )  
(Third Step )  
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
cj :,- 0 0 0 -150 -200 -50 
Sol po p4 
P5 p6 Pl P2 P3 
- 50 D 76. 45 0.07 0. 06 -0. 17 0 0 1 J. 3  
-150 pl 88. 20 -0. 10 0 . 20 -0. 22 1 0 0 
-200 P2 29. 50 0. 08 -. 16 0. 37 0 1 0 
z .  -229 50 -4. 45 -. 9 5  -34 . 1  -150 -200 -50 J . .  
z --c . 
J J 
-22950 -4 . 45 -.95 -34. 1 0 0 0 
( Fourth Step) 
and the corresponding solution X = (x4, x5, ¾)  = (1000, 1500, 500 ) .  
Since c
4 
= c5 = c6 = 0, the corresponding value of the obj ective 
function, z0 , equals zero . c2 is selected to go into the basis , 
since �ax (z
j 
- cj ) = z2 - c2 = 200 > O. The ratio. 00 is the 
minimu..rn of ½/JS._2 for xi2 > 0 ,  that is , 
. ( 1000
 1500 500 ) = 500 min --
5
- , -S-. , 5 5 
and hence colmm P2 is eliminated · according to the Gauss-Jordan 
el:iJnination procedure. He transform the table ( see Second Step , 
Table IV) and obtain a ne;,•r solution X 1 = (x4
, x5
, x2) = { 500 ,  700 , 
100) � d the v2lue of o j ective function is -2oono . In the second 
step , since 
and 
n . (500 700 ) = 50 0 tfo = min , 10 5 10 
c3 is introduced into the basis and column P3 is eliminated . We 
transform the second step values of Table IV and obtain the third 
solution 
X ' ' = ( � , x
5
, x
2
) = (50, 450, 100) 
and the value of obj ective function is -22500 . Similarly the 
procedure is continued until all z
j 
- cj becomes less than or 
equal to zero . T'nerefore, final value of the objective function 
is -22950 from the fourth step. The solution becomes 
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APPENDIX C 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF 
N01JPRIS�'1ATIC NEHBERS 
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S'IRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF NONPHISHATIC HEMBERS 
A structure which is made up of nonpri smatic members can be 
analyz ed by the moment distribution method aft er stiffnes s , carry­
over factors and fixed-end moment s have been det er.rnined . These  
factors , th e s o  called 1 1beam constant s : r can be  found from analytical 
expressions , as will be eA-plained in the following . 
A .  The FL"'<:ed-End I.foment s 
Figure 7-( a )  shows a beam of varying cros s  s e ction with 
both ends fixed and subj ect ed t o  the bending act ion of a uniformly 
di stribut ed load H .  General eA-pressions for the fixed- end moment s 
can be  found by stating that th e chang e s  in slop e and vertical 
deflection b etween the  end s of th e bear:i must both th e z ero . 
A c cording to  the r,1oment-area principle thi s will b e  th e case if 
9 
) Ndx 
-:j'T = 0 0 =- (a)  
)2 J:b:d.x . -- = o EI -{ b ) 
0 
where both H and I are fu.r1ctions of x. The bending :moment is mo st 
convi entJ..y expres s ed in two part s ,  namely the portion due to th e 
unifo-rm load acting on a simply support ed beam ( Figure 7-b) , arid 
the  part caused by the two end mo!'rrent s ( F-i gure 7-c ) . Due t o  the 
discontinuity of the monent curve for the si..mply support ed beam ) 
the in eg r.e.tions a cross  th e be-:.'.?:'.l nust b o,  rr_ade i� t�•;-o st ep s . 
� 
f 
1 1 11 1 1 1 1 11 1 : I 1 1 11 11 1 11 1 1 1  II : !I II I! l  � 
1« g 
( a )  Fixed Beam 
w 
_Rll 11 1 1 1 1  I 11 1 1 11 1 1  I I I ti l!l_ + G,: 
( b) Si1nply Sunport ed :Sea11 ( c) Restraining Moments 
Figure 7. Fixed-Snd .i. :or:.ent s 
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Equations (a) and (b ) can be written 
( c ) 
5
o
}QS ( ex - .x2) clx -
o 2I ( d) 
Elimin�ting MA - HB from equa�ion (c) ancl (d) and solving for MA 
will give 
( e )  
B .  Carry-Over Factor 
In Figure 8 is shovm a beam of varying cross section, 
subj ected to the action of a moment M at the simply supported end 
A, and resisted by a moment of ma.gnitude CH at the fixed end B. 
As  the deflection at A is zero it follows from equation (b)  that 
) Q  ( L O  - �) H - 1 CH 
1 xd.x = 0 
EI · O 
Intergrating and solving for C gives for the carry-over .£'actor 
A to B · 
p - - ---
)Q xcLx )p x2ctx 
0 i o I C = -------;._--�---
( f x2dx 
J o  I 
(f) 
frow 
(g)  
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Figure 8. Carry-over Factor 
�-= '  -----------I'� 
Figure 9 .  Hodified Rotational Stiffnes s 
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C. Rotational Stiffness 
The rotational stiffness factor K at one end of a member can 
be defined as the moment required to produce unit rotation at one 
end which is assw:1.ed si.mply supported while the other end is fixed . 
It follows from equation (a) that 
)
Q 
.Ji.. [ 1 . 0  - � ( 1 . 0  + C )  ] ct.,"'< = e 
E I  . t 0 
(h) 
If 9 = 1 . 0, K may be substituted for N and solved for in equation 
( i) , thus 
E K - -------------
( Q d.x _ 1. 0 + C SR 
xd.x 
)0 I R O I 
(i) 
If the value of the carry-over factor C , as expressed by equation 
(h) , is substituted in equation (i) , the expression becomes 
K = E 
S� dx o I 
( Q x
2ctx 
)o I 
SQ x2
cix -
o I [ s: x�
x
J 
2 ( j) 
T'ne modified rotational stiffness for one end o.f a structural member 
if the other end i.s s:i.'Ilply supported can be found, as shown in 
Figure 9 ,  by first assur;iing thi s  end fixed , then releasing it by 
balancin.:; the moment by an equal and opposite 2.r.:i.ourit and carrying 
over a portion of the latter. The modified rotational stiffness 
will be equal to 
K '  = K
1 
( 1 .u - C1 C� ) - � ( k) 
